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Advanced ID Creator Enterprise: Create and print professional ID cards and badges instantly! Microsoft Reader Pro: Scan, edit, share documents, and create PDF files for everything from Mac and iPhone to iPad mobile devices. A new version of the IRISCON solution, version 6.2, and compatible with it, the first version for operational work with documents such as contracts
and agreements, has been released. Microsoft Excel 2010 Standard Edition: Instant creation of tables, macros, reports and charts! Automatic creation of inscriptions on the form and the ability to close dialogs. A program for creating virtual machines based on Windows Server 2008 R2 and Windows 7 operating systems. ReactOS is an operating system designed to be used as an
emulator and runtime environment for 32-bit systems of the UNIX family. OS X Mavericks is an ultra-mobile Mac with a unique gesture control system that provides apps, experiences, and content that you can use with any Apple device. Windows 8.1 Server Enterprise - Updated operational support for workgroups, special projects, and corporate governance. Solution for the

accelerated creation of XML certificates and electronic signatures. A full-featured solution for solving problems related to electronic document management in large organizations, implemented entirely in the cloud. CRM, Documentum, EDMS (document management information systems) - information systems designed to organize e-commerce and manage customer
interaction. IRiscon is a free tool that allows you to instantly scan documents, create, print and print PDF files in one window. TERM is a program for checking counterparties and detecting problems with the quality of service. Your browser does not support floating frames!
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